
Dear Women Artists, 


Our 2025 Moon Calendar & Moon Diary theme writing is a work in progress. Here are our 
thoughts so far for each Sun sign. We look forward to seeing your contributions. With 
best wishes from Creative Cronies Arafelle & Minerva   

 

2025 Theme – Riding the Winds of Change 

In 2025, many significant shifts are happening in the heavenly realms. This year, Air signs 
Gemini and Aquarius take centre stage. Air signs are strongly associated with wind, 
breath, inspiration, ideas and thinking processes, friendships and humanity, 
communication, networking, technology and travel. In 2025, Pluto has definitively arrived 
in Aquarius, traversing back and forth across the first few degrees of this community-
oriented sign. Aquarius can seem detached from the personal yet often acts as a cosmic 
conduit between the future and the present. Between July and November 2025, Uranus 
dips into Gemini, trining Pluto and meeting Sedna. Sedna is a very far-out planetary body 
with a massive orbit of 12,000 years around our Sun, the central star of our solar system. 
Sedna will be in Gemini for around 42 years, from 2024 to 2066. Named after an Inuit 
goddess, her mythology is strongly connected with ecology and environmental issues. 
Uranus, the Awakener, will stimulate radical thinking and revolutionise our relationships 
with siblings, friends and neighbours. In combo with transpersonal planetary bodies 
Sedna and Pluto, Uranus will increase awareness of climate change, but will this be 
enough for us to do things differently? Could Pluto lend meaningful support for much-
needed intense transformations? 


Mental antics are all very well, but what about action? The Cardinal signs could help push 
positive changes into existence. Saturn and Neptune make their first forays into Aries in 
2025. Neptune is on the first two degrees of Aries between March and October, while 
Saturn gets as far as the first degree of Aries between May and September. Saturn/
Neptune combinations can indicate practical idealism, and pioneering Aries is often 
willing to venture into new territory. In July, Jupiter into Cancer highlights women's 
societal roles and pulls family matters into the story. All these planets on early degrees of 
their respective signs interact in both cooperative and often challenging ways. However 
these energies unfold, we are on the brink of a new era, and the Moon's Nodes backing 
into Pisces and Virgo in January may help ease the many transitions ahead of us.     


Read more about Sedna on Pg 9 https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0558/4132/5216/files/
Millennium_Planets_Other_Power_points_in_Space.pdf?v=1637639624

 



ARIES takes impulsive, fiery action, healing wounds of the past and resolving unfinished 
karma business.  The Firebird is up for the challenge with a typical pioneering spirit, 
welcoming and leaning into the winds of change.


TAURUS can be uncomfortable with rapid change, supporting the emerging positive 
energy by slowing things down and making the changes stable and sustainable. 

For instance, in a garden, if plants grow too rapidly, they can uproot themselves or go to 
seed before they fruit.  


GEMINI finds it all super-entertaining and must take deep breaths to avoid getting over-
excited. They will best ride the winds of change by focusing on communicating their 
expansive ideas for the future of humanity. Making the most of their skills, they will shine 
on social media.  


CANCER feels optimistic about riding the winds of change, especially in the structure of 
families and caring for the most vulnerable in society. Often shy, Crabs need to emerge 
from their shells and take on challenging leadership roles. The winds of change will inspire 
Cancer to expand and express themselves.

   

LEO roars with glee, loving the drama of it all. Street theatre, political role-playing and 
radical art could be effective ways for Leo to express their fired-up energies. Leo works 
well with Aries, adding stability and creativity to actions. 


VIRGO would like to slow things down a bit. She needs to check on the details of what is 
changing, making sure everything harmonises with Nature and is perfect for the health of 
the planet and all her beings.


LIBRA is concerned with maintaining a balanced perspective. We could get blown away 
in one direction, missing out on other possibly better ways of making change. There is 
also a danger of missing the possible adverse consequences weighing down the scales 
on the other side of the positive changes.

 

SCORPIO loves the challenge of flying high on the winds of change. She may have to 
overcome the urge to defend her corner and be open to exploring new, unfamiliar 
territory. Diving into the potentially scary emotional depths to understand the winds of 
change, Scorpio may offer a guiding light to others.        


SAGITTARIUS adds a science-based, philosophical perspective to the fiery actions 
stirred by the winds of change. Secure in her beliefs, she rides her winged horse into the 
new dawn, focusing on ecological and environmental r-evolution and paradigm shifts.        
 

 



CAPRICORN stands her ground, allowing stormy weather to flow around her. Capricorn 
is determined to continue climbing the mountain of transformation. She will initiate 
structural changes to establishments with solid foundations and revive traditional earth-
wise crafts.         

    

AQUARIUS  Metamorphosis is the name of the game for Aquarius. Secure in her 
connection with the cosmos and aware of where the winds of change are taking us, 
Aquarius supports humanity on our journey into a new awakened era.  


PISCES goes with the flow, riding the changing currents, inspired by and giving form to 
new dreams and visions percolating through the nanosphere. Pisces feels compassion for 
those who experience difficulty staying afloat in turbulent waters and works to soothe fear 
and anxiety.     



